the architect was anything but a meeting of minds, as Boggs's own published statements attest.
Ord's irksome manner of deploying quotations is the clearest indication that he is concerned primarily with reinforcing his thesis. The same quotations are repeated over and over throughout the book as if to humiliate the individuals whose opinions they purportedly represent. Were the objectives of this book scholarly rather than polemical, a conscientious editor would have insisted that the manuscript be substantially reduced and that greater rigour be observed in handling sources. The collection begins triumphantly with Wynne-Jones's rumination on the difference between writing for adults and children, offered in a style which makes clear why Wynne-Jones's writing for children rewards close critical study and ranks as some of the best Canada has to offer. 'In children's fiction, a writer tends to show rather than to tell,' he argues. '"After Lydia's phone call, Lyle was hurt and angry." That's a telling sentence. Whereas, "After Lydia's phone call, Lyle photocopied her portrait forty-three times, stapled them to his flesh and threw himself in the fish pond in the lobby of the school. array of contemporary voices, these scholars make a convincing, even enticing, case for the quality of Canadian children's fiction produced in the past three decades. It is somewhat disappointing, then, that almost all the close literary analysis that follows focuses on the work of L.M. Montgomery. 'L.M. Montgomery and Everybody Else' is the title of one article, and indeed, it could have been the title of the book. Of its 232 pages of text, almost 100 are devoted to the work of LMM, giving the impression that although there may be many more recent writers of children's books in Canada, they can't merit the same respectful attention now devoted to that Canadian icon. Sandra Becket discusses two Canadian versions of 'Little Red Riding Hood'; Alan West and Lee Harris analyse the Gouldian philosophy in Wynne-Jones's The Maestro; Andrea Mackenzie compares illustrations by Henry Sandham and Michael Martchenko but otherwise, Montgomery Rules.
That said, Irene Gammel's 'The Eros of Childhood and Early Adolescence in Girl Series: L.M. Montgomery's Emily Trilogy' is well worth the reading. Proposing a 'feminist model of body and pleasure reading' for the Emily books, Gammel uses feminist body theory to show how Montgomery's sense of a girl's body and her agency, transgressive for its time (she complained of the restraint she was under in depicting 'a young girl as she really is'), is encoded in images of self-representation such as Emily's journal and 'Emily-in-the-Glass.' Gammel demonstrates that obliquely, Montgomery makes the 'political claim that a girl should be in touch with her body pleasures and should exert agency in claiming these pleasures even if they are socially taboo.' Other essays consider 'Anne Shirley and the culture of imperial motherhood,' Emily as a Wordsworthian child, Montgomery as 'cultural capital,' material facts of Montgomery's historical context, and Anne as Christian convert.
In There have been a number of books recently by some of the self-perceived losers of the canon disputes of the 1970s and 1980s, including ones by Robin Mathews, John Moss, John Metcalf, and here, David Solway. All are
